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Introduction
A Quality Infrastructure System (QIS) drives the effective

The inability to demonstrate compliance of a consignment with

operation of a domestic market. Its international recognition

required standards and technical regulations will result in border

is important to facilitate trade and enable access to foreign

alerts and rejections causing major financial losses for the

markets. The system comprises of the organizations (public and

producers/SMEs, as the costs associated with the destruction of

private) together with the policies, relevant legal and regulatory

consignments all borne by them. Moreover, at a national scale,

framework and practices needed to support and enhance the

repeated occurrences of rejections can damage the reputation

quality, safety and environmental soundness of goods, services

of exporting countries and result in enhanced border checks or

and processes. Where agri-products are traded internationally,

even export bans. Importers will avoid products from countries

it is necessary to develop a system of protection of human,

whose products are subjected to enhanced regulatory checks.

animal and plant health. This system relies on standardization,

In order to avoid such situations, efforts from both the public

metrology, accreditation, market surveillance and conformity

and private sector are required. Government needs to provide

assessment.

or incentivize the private sector to build testing facilities and

Conformity assessment, namely testing, inspection and
certification, demonstrate and verify to buyers and consumers
that the product/service complies with the specified standards,
technical regulations and market requirements. Internationally
recognized certificates of conformity assessment protect
consumers and businesses from substandard products as well

laboratories, and promote inspection and certification bodies
that offer demand-driven, reliable and accredited services in
line with international requirements for producers/enterprises
and exporters to use. In parallel, the private sector level/SMEs
need to improve their capacity to meet regulations, standards
and market requirements.

as facilitating trade through the acceptance and recognition of
certificates across borders.

COUNTRY A
Government
capacities

Industry
capacities

What capacity is available / needed in
Country A to export a specific product to Country B?

COUNTRY B

In the effort to support countries to identify where to focus

(NQIS) whilst complying with the requirements/best practices

their efforts to improve their quality infrastructure system to

of the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) and Sanitary and

meet the high-value market import requirements, UNIDO, with

Phytosanitary Measures (SPS) Agreements. Overcoming these

the funding from the Government of Germany, developed the

obstacles are key in demonstrating compliance with World

Quality Infrastructure for Trade Facilitation (QI4TF) toolkit. It

Trade Organization (WTO) Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA),

identifies the gaps in a National Quality Infrastructure System

specifically Articles 5.3, 7.9, 8 and 12.1.
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Quality Infrastructure for Trade Facilitation Toolkit
1.1

OBJECTIVE AND OUTCOME OF THE TOOLKIT

The Quality Infrastructure for Trade Facilitation (QI4TF) toolkit

Any country that wants to improve its export of first level

helps countries to systematically identify technical gaps to

processed agri-food products to the EU can apply the toolkit

improve the quality infrastructure system required to facilitate

and it will help to identify:

trade through the application of an electronic toolkit. The
electronic toolkit fosters public-private dialogue to devise a
consensus-built roadmap for government and industry to action
in order to ensure the smooth flow of goods across borders.
QI4TF enables a National Trade Facilitation Committee (NTFC) or

> Whether the SPS and TBT-compliant policy and legislative
framework is in place;
> Whether the systems for control of compliance and
conformity are effective;

any other authority with the responsibilities of trade facilitation

> Whether there are adequate mechanisms and systems to

to assess the national capacity to meet the high-value market

support and enable the producer and exporter to meet the

import requirements according to the principles and using

target market requirements;

the mechanisms agreed in the WTO GATT, SPS, TBT and TF
Agreements as well as the international standards setting

> The gaps and weaknesses where the above are not the case.

bodies’ requirements.

OUTCOME
Provide a clear direction to countries (both public and private sector) on where to focus their
efforts to meet high value market requirements and serves as a roadmap for relevant stakeholders
(government and industry) to action, investigate further and feature in development plans.

1.2 THE TOOLKIT
The toolkit, which is administered in the form of a questionnaire,

(QI4TF 2) to facilitate exports to the EU with respect to the

measures the 1) government (QI4TF 1) and 2) industry capacity

quality infrastructure system.

QI4TF 1 assesses 5 national pillars:

1. Food Safety and Public Health
2. Sanitary and Phyto-Sanitary (SPS)
3. National Laboratory
4. Customs Authority
5. Educational Training
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QI4TF 2 assesses 6 pillars of the following actors/systems in a selected value chain:

1. Food and Business Operators
2. HACCP systems
3. Co-Operative Organizations
4. Freight forwarding companies
5. National Chamber of Commerce

6. International trade shows and exhibitions
The 11 pillars of QI4TF toolkit mentioned above are assessed

and industry need to address in order for SMEs to enter and

at 3 levels to identify the technical capacities and gaps, and

compete in the international arena:

are referred to as the following key capacities that government

K1: Governance and legislative, to evaluate existing policies, legislation and regulation
relevant to NQIS and trade facilitation. The questions are addressed to top-level management.
K2: Strategic and institutional, aimed at assessing the implementation and organizational
capacities (administrative and managerial) of implementing strategic plans. The questions are
addressed to middle level management.
K3: Operational, which assesses the practicality of implementing K1 and K2 at the field/
operational level. The questions are referred to technical experts.

QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TRADE FACILITATION (QI4TF) TOOLKIT
Levels of Assessment

FIVE
GOVERNMENT
PILLARS

SIX
INDUSTRY
PILLARS

10

GOVERNANCE
AND LEGISLATIVE
CAPACITIES

STRATEGIC/INSTITUTIONAL
MANAGEMENT CAPACITIES

OPERATIONAL
CAPACITIES

1. FOOD SAFETY AND PUBLIC HEALTH

1.1.1

1.1.2

1.1.3

2. SANITARY AND PHYTO-SANITARY (SPS)

1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

3. NATIONAL LABORATORY

1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.3

4. CUSTOMS AUTHORITY

1.4.1

1.4.2

1.4.3

5. EDUCATIONAL TRAINING

1.5.1

1.5.2

1.5.3

1. FOOD AND BUSINESS OPERATORS

2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

2. HACCP SYSTEMS

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

3. CO-OPERATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

2.3.1

2.3.2

2.3.3

4. FREIGHT FORWARDING COMPANIES

2.4.1

2.4.2

2.4.3

5. NATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

2.5.1

2.5.2

2.5.3

6. INTERNATIONAL TRADE SHOWS AND EXHIBITIONS

2.6.1

2.6.2

2.6.3
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By successfully completing the questionnaire, the technical

The results of the questionnaire will be the basis for building

gaps in the quality infrastructure system to facilitate trade will

a consensus-built roadmap for industry and government to

be identified for each institution at the above-mentioned 3 key

action

capacity levels.

1.3 HOW TO USE THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The stages of applying the toolkit consists of:

1

2

STAGE 1:
Preparatory groundwork

3

STAGE 2:
Application of the e-toolkit
in a 2 day workshop

STAGE 3:
Preparation of a roadmap report for
government and industry to action

This questionnaire is the key input for Stage 2: Application

In order to ensure consistency between the e-toolkit and

of the e-toolkit in 2 day workshop. Although the toolkit is

this questionnaire document, a coding system has been

applied through an electronic platform, the questions are

established, as detailed below.

presented in this document for easy reference. Each question is
accompanied by an explanatory text that places the questions
in context for the reader.

X.PILLAR.Z.A
X: Government or Industry (1 = GOVERNMENT, 2 = INDUSTRY)
PILLAR: Pillars 1-5 (for GOVERNMENT) and 1-6 (for INDUSTRY)
Z: Key Capacity ( 1 = K1 = GOVERNMENT AND LEGISLATIVE CAPACITY / 2 = K2 = STRATEGIC AND

INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT CAPACITY / 3 = K3 = OPERATIONAL CAPACITY)

A: Question number in the key capacity

The questionnaire should be used in conjunction with the Step-by-Step Guide:
> QI4TF – The Step-by-Step Guide: outlines how to apply the QI4TF toolkit and includes a user manual on how to navigate through
the e-toolkit during the workshop, and arrive at the consensus-built action plan.
NAME:

FIRST NAME:

EMAIL:
AGE:

SECTOR:

UNDER 20

NATIONAL /LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

21 TO 30

QUALITY
INFRASTRUCTURE
SYSTEM

(Standardization,
Metrology,
Accreditation,
Conformity Assesment
Bodies, etc.)

31 TO 40

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

41 TO 50

ACADEMIA /
NETWORKS /
MEDIA

PRIVATE SECTOR

51 TO 60

CIVIL SOCIETY
/ NGOS/THINK
TANKS

OVER 60

OTHER

COUNTRY:

Please remember to save your responses when filling out the questionnaire.
"By ticking this box you agree with, and consent to, the use of your personal data for the QI4TF Toolkit"
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QI4TF 1
Q U E S T I O N N A I R E
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1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

QI4TF 1 - QUESTIONNAIRE

FOOD SAFETY AND PUBLIC HEALTH CAPACITY

12

Key Capacity 1.1.1: Central Government and Legislative Controls

14

Key Capacity 1.1.2: Public Health Authorities and Management Obligations

16

Key Capacity 1.1.3: Food and Public Health Operations

18

SANITARY AND PHYTO-SANITARY CAPACITY

20

Key Capacity 1.2.1: Central Government Legislative Controls

20

Key Capacity 1.2.2: Strategic Management Obligations

21

Key Capacity 1.2.3: Field Level Capacity

22

NATIONAL LABORATORY CAPACITY

25

Key Capacity 1.3.1: Central Government and International Recognition and Control

25

Key Capacity 1.3.2: Strategic Operational Guidelines

27

Key Capacity 1.3.3: Required Laboratory Capacity

27

CUSTOMS AUTHORITY CAPACITY

29

Key Capacity 1.4.1: Central Government Legislative Controls

29

Key Capacity 1.4.2: Strategic Customs and Tax Authority Management

30

Key Capacity 1.4.3: Customs and Excise Capacity

32

NATIONAL EDUCATION CAPACITY

34

Key Capacity 1.5.1: Central Government Legislative Controls

34

Key Capacity 1.5.2: Strategic Educational Management Obligations and Objectives

35

Key Capacity 1.5.3: Delivery Objectives for Industry by Sector

36
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1.1 FOOD SAFETY AND PUBLIC HEALTH CAPACITY
National government managed food security and safety organization.
Central Government is responsible for developing and ensuring enforcement by the food safety and public health
authorities of legislation, requirements and rules which protect consumers, plants and animals without any obstacles to
trade. The Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) requires that this legislation should be published, consulted and widely and
easily available (Articles 1 and 2). The TFA also emphasises the need for all import and export controls to be risk-based
(Article 4.3) and in line with international standards (Article 10.3).

Key Capacity 1.1.1: Central Government and Legislative Controls

1.1.1.1

Legislation should provide the requirements for the safe production and processing of food and the framework for their enforcement.
In order to export to the EU and other high value markets the requirements and, where possible the enforcement systems should be
harmonised with those of the target markets to ensure recognition of the equivalence of the controls and accordingly, compliance
of the goods.
Based on membership of the International Food Safety Authorities Network (INFOSAN), does domestic legislation allow for production
according to any importing countries requirements based on international standards?
YES

1.1.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The TFA emphasizes the need for all import and export controls to be risk-based and in line with international standards and EU
food safety legislation requires “Food business operators shall put in place, implement and maintain a permanent procedure or
procedures based on the HACCP principles” as defined in the Codex Standard on General principles of food hygiene.
Does domestic legislation provide for risk-based controls including Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP)?
YES

1.1.1.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Importing countries and importers require certificates to confirm compliance or conformity with their import requirements. It is
important to ensure that there is capacity in the public and private sector to be able to offer those certification services.
Is there the facility within domestic legislation to produce health certificates and any other necessary guarantees for exports
acceptable internationally and by the EU and with the ability to delegate the responsibilities and information from the delegated
departments?
YES

14

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

1.1.1.4

The Codex standard on “Principles and guidelines for national food control systems” CAC/GL 82-2013 requires that “The competent
authority and any officially recognized bodies undertaking compliance and enforcement activities on behalf of the competent
authority should be resourced sufficiently and transparently to enable the national food control programs to achieve its objectives
without compromising the programs integrity and independence.” Only when the Food Safely control body is viewed as independent
of political and financial influence will its decisions and certificates be trusted.
Does legislation establish the provisions for an independent organization to oversee national food safety?
YES

1.1.1.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Many high value export markets have specific requirements for the water used in production and processing e.g. in EU Regulation on
the hygiene of foodstuffs normally by reference to water being potable.
Does legislation provide for water and water treatment in line with importing country requirements based on international standards?
YES

1.1.1.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The SPS Agreement requires that “Members shall ensure that all sanitary and phytosanitary regulations (such as laws, decrees
or ordinances which are applicable generally) which have been adopted are published promptly in such a manner as to enable
interested Members to become acquainted with them”.
Does domestic legislation require the publishing of food safety requirements?
YES

1.1.1.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The SPS agreement requires that food safety requirements are based on international standards or recognized science justifying a
higher standard.
Are import/export control requirements based on risk and international standards?
YES

1.1.1.8

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The TFA requires that fees and charges for customs processing shall be limited in amount to the approximate cost of the services
rendered and the SPS agreement requires that any fees imposed for the procedures on imported products should be no higher than
the actual cost of the service.
Are fees for imports and exports of agri-food goods based on cost recovery?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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Key Capacity 1.1.2: Public Health Authorities and Management Obligations

1.1.2.1

According to the Codex standard on “Principles and guidelines for national food control systems”, “The competent authority has
the responsibility to ensure the effective operation of the national food control system”. Without the resources and support of the
authorities the producers will be unable to meet and demonstrate compliance with the requirements.
Can the Authorities enforce the legal requirements of national food laws to satisfy the requirements of external markets?
YES

1.1.2.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The SPS Agreement requires that “Members shall ensure that all sanitary and phytosanitary regulations (such as laws, decrees
or ordinances which are applicable generally) which have been adopted are published promptly in such a manner as to enable
interested Members to become acquainted with them”.
Are the food safety requirements and how to comply with them (guidance) published and accessible for all?
YES

1.1.2.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Many high value markets delegate authority to qualified and competent bodies to undertake specific SPS tasks in order to improve
efficiency and accountability.
If necessary, do the Authorities have the power to delegate to local level the responsibilities for the operation and enforcement of
legislation?
YES

1.1.2.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The import requirements of many high value markets including the EU countries and accordingly customers require that traceability
of products and inputs (records of from whom inputs are purchased and to whom products are sold) be in place.
Is there a system of traceability in place?
YES

1.1.2.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Many high value markets including the EU have requirements for contingency planning particularly in relation to highly contagious
diseases including zoonosis.
Is there a contingency plan with all the measures in place to identify, control and prevent the escalation of a food related event?
YES

16

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

1.1.2.6

Some high value markets including the EU have systems in place to notify all stakeholders and trading partners in the event of a
food safety incident or non-compliances on imports. There is an expectation that similar systems are in place in exporting countries.
Is there a system of national and international notification of products which do not meet mandatory safety or quality requirements?
YES

1.1.2.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

In order to ensure and maintain the production controls as laid down in legislation, the Authority should have sufficiently robust
systems to meet those legal requirements.
Can the Authority manage the legal responsibilities?
YES

1.1.2.8

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

In order for exports of animal origin produce from third countries to be accepted by the EU, the control systems in many cases must
be assessed to be equivalent.
Are the national systems of control and inspection equivalent to those in the EU and in other high value target markets?
YES

1.1.2.9

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Many high value markets including the EU evaluate the exporting countries control systems before permitting imports from third
countries. The arrangements for such audits are often included in bilateral trade agreements.
Have the Authorities set up agreements with importing countries to support and review procedures at export and at import in order
to facilitate trade?
YES

1.1.2.10

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Many high value markets (including the EU) require exporting countries’ authorities to ensure HACCP-based food safety systems are
in place and operational in production and processing establishments.
Have the Authorities systems in place for the audit, inspection and certification of producers and manufacturers, and products based
on risk analysis (HACCP)?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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Key Capacity 1.1.3: Food and Public Health operations

1.1.3.1

High value markets including the EU often require producers and processors to have HACCP based systems which need to be
inspected and audited by qualified inspectors in order to meet the control system requirements.
Are sufficient numbers of sector specific qualified officers, conversant with HACCP, able to monitor and enforce legislations in place?
YES

1.1.3.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

EU legislation under Article 6(2) of Regulation 852/2004, requires food business operators to register the establishment(s) under
their control with the appropriate Competent Authority.
Is the register of producers and processors (Food Business Operators) maintained by investigation and by obligation for industry?
YES

1.1.3.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

High value markets including the EU require that food safety control bodies have the required powers to enforce the food safety
requirements.
Are the necessary legal powers available to enable officers to audit, enforce and where necessary disqualify or prosecute
non-compliant food business operators?
YES

1.1.3.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Many high value markets including the EU require that food business operators are obliged to withdraw and recall unsafe food and
that control bodies have the power to enforce this obligation.
Is the system the withdrawal and recall of contaminated production fit for purpose?
YES

1.1.3.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

EU food safety legislation makes the food business operators primarily responsible for the safety of their products. Best practice in
enforcement encourages the inspector to initially advise in cases of non-compliance on ways to ensure compliance before resorting
to sanctions.
Are food business operators primarily responsible for the safety of their products and can control body officers advise on rectification
of non-compliances?
YES

18

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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Officers in the field need to have the necessary powers to sanction where advice on rectification is not followed.
When necessary, do field officers have the powers of detention, destruction, to take samples and have access to food scientists
and analysts?
YES

1.1.3.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Best practice in enforcement encourages the inspector to initially advise in cases of non-compliance on ways to ensure compliance
before resorting to sanctions.
Do field officers have the powers to demand and oversee improvements when production is non-compliant?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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1.2 SANITARY AND PHYTO-SANITARY CAPACITY
A Government body managing sanitary and phyto-sanitary legislation in line with
international norms.
Legislation on imports and export requirements and their controls is required by the TFA to be in line with international
standards (Article 10.3). As a leading WTO member and champion of WTO SPS compliance as well as a high value target
market, the EU requirements and control systems are an excellent reference point for harmonisation purposes. The regional
and international sectoral bodies are the source of many international standards.

Key Capacity 1.2.1: Central Government Legislative Controls

1.2.1.1

National legislation has to make provision relating lists of regulated pests, the status of harmful organisms and pest free
areas, the organization of the phyto-sanitary certification system, guidelines for inspection and for the preparation and issue
of phyto-sanitary certificates according to the International Standard for Phytosanitary Measures (ISPMs) developed by the
International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC). See ISPM 1.
Does the Government have legislation in place in line with international norms and meeting EU requirements?
YES

1.2.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC) stipulates that each contracting party should designate representative
(experts and advisers) in the session of Commission on Phytosanitary Measures of the (FAO) to cooperate in the development of
international standards for phyto-sanitary measures. All WTO members have to designate a contact point to receive and respond to
SPS notifications (with symbol, “G/SPS/N”) from the other WTO members.
Is there national representation and communication with international and EU organizations ready to meet the challenges faced by
internationally agreed developments?
YES

1.2.1.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

National procedures have to be harmonized with the International Standards for Phytosanitary Measures (ISPMs) issued by the
IPPC, in addition to any specific EU import requirements, to allow the evaluation of the official export controls by international
organizations.
Is there legislation in place that permits the auditing of national procedures by international organizations?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

1.2.1.4

Mandatory fees should be established to ensure that adequate financial resources are available to provide the staff and other
resources necessary for the Competent Authority to perform official controls. The fees should be fixed for inspection/fumigation
and/or treatment of the consignment and any other charges incurred in the issue of Phytosanitary Certificates for export.
Is there legislation that permits and controls charging for phyto-sanitary certification and the conditions for any charges?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 1.2.2: Strategic Management Obligations

1.2.2.1

The contracting parties of the International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC) should cooperate with other regional plant protection
organizations (RPPO) in appropriate areas. There are 9 regional plant protection organizations, which include the IAPSC, and should
be representative in various activities of the IPPC relating to promoting and harmonizing international standards for controlling pest
and preventing their spread.
Is there membership of IAPSC/CPI - Inter-african Phytosanitary Council/Conseil Phytosanitaire Interafricain?
YES

1.2.2.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

There is an established Commission on Phytosanitary Measures within the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO).
The Commission has to elect a Chairperson and two Vice –Chairpersons for a term of two years. It has also designated a Secretary of the
Commission by the FAO with its responsibilities are to disseminate international standards to all contracting parties, lists of points of entry,
list of regulated pests, the other restrictions and prohibition at import, description of national phytosanitary system.
Is there familiarity with the work of the International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC) part of the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO)?
YES

1.2.2.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The IPPC provides that each contracting party makes provisions for an official national plant protection organization (NPPO). The NPPO
should have the sole authority by legislative or administrative means to conduct, develop and maintain a phytosanitary certification
system related to exports, and should bear the legal responsibility for its actions in using this authority, in accordance with Article IV.2(a) of
the IPPC. The NPPO may have the authority to prevent the export of consignments that do not meet phytosanitary import requirements.
Is there a National Plant Protection Organization with a legislative and effective framework in place?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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The Standard Operating Procedures should be fully in-line with international standards developed by the IPPC (such as: ISPM- 12,
ISPM -23, ISPM -31) and with the other EU import requirements to be a recognized certification. They have to provide guidance for
performing inspections, details of the inspection and sampling equipment, the forms for recording, the outcome of inspections and
for submitting samples for laboratory analysis.
Are there effective internal regulations meeting the requirements of the IPPC with recognized certification to facilitate trade?
YES

1.2.2.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

A Pest Risk Analysis (PRA) is needed for identification of pests that may require phytosanitary measures, for a defined pest area, host
plants and symptoms (e.g. where a pest is not present in the EU as quarantine pest but is intercepted at border and its introduction and
spread within the EU is banned). To perform the methodology, trained PRA staff are needed, and a practical methodology to guide a PRA.
A monitoring and surveillance program on pests could be used in performing the PRA. See ISPM 11 Pest risk analysis for quarantine pests.
Has a pest risk analysis (PRA) system been adopted based on ISPM 11 Pest risk analysis for quarantine pests adopted 2013 and
published 2017?
YES

1.2.2.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The National Plant Protection Organization (NPPO) system of the exporting country is responsible for meeting the importing
requirements. It has to ensure, through appropriate procedures, that the phytosanitary security of consignments after certification
regarding composition, substitution and re-infestation is maintained prior to export (see also ISPM 7 – Export certification system).
Is there a requirement for notification to control bodies prior to export?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 1.2.3: Field Level Capacity

1.2.3.1

The official inspectors performing inspections have to have an appropriate level of technical competence (see also section 3.1 of
ISPM No. 7). They should have access to information and guidance related to phytosanitary import requirements, technical
information on regulated pests, guidance documents and instructions. They also should have access to adequate equipment,
materials and facilities and a sufficient and safe inspection place (see also section 3.4 of ISPM No. 7).
Are there teams of qualified inspectors able to audit and enforce national legislation?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

1.2.3.2

There are a series of inspections required to ensure the compliance of industry with phytosanitary requirements. Inspections should
include places of production with focus on high risk pests, the sampling of the harvested fruits at the pack-house to detect any
symptoms of pests in a consignment, the packaging and shipping requirements, origin of consignments or lots and points of entry/
export. Additional inspections should ensure compliance related to the degree of processing of fruits destined for processing, the
freedom from leaves or soil, absence of unauthorized plants and plant products, (see also ISPM No. 7).
Are field inspectors able to ensure industry is compliant with phyto-sanitary legislation throughout the production cycle?
YES

1.2.3.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The NPPO of the exporting country should maintain working instructions relating to verification of the identity and integrity of
consignments such as: security with official seals and marks, ensuring the traceability of consignments through all stages of
production, the handling and transport prior to export. Investigation of invalid or fraudulent phytosanitary certificates or investigation
of notifications of non-compliance from the NPPO of the importing country.
Is there a system in place for securing the integrity of export cargo?
YES

1.2.3.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Checks should be in place to ensure compliance with the EU or other export market requirements. In context, the national legislation
has to include provisions related registration of operators involved in export including traceability, the application of pesticide
treatments, field inspections, sampling and testing for latent infection and checks in the pack-houses.
Are checks in place to ensure the requirements for export meet all the accepted requirements of the EU and other export markets?
YES

1.2.3.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The requirements made by the importing country for the issue of phyto-sanitary certificates can include: the language to be completed
(a specific language or official language of FAO); period of validity (period of time allowed for issue following inspection, validity of
certificate); completion (by typing or handwritten in legible capital letters); the number of units (description of the consignment and
quantities declared) (see also ISPM No. 12).
Can inspectors produce phyto-sanitary certificates compliant with the requirements of the importing country?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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ISPM No. 20 and EU legislation provide that exporting countries should be audited. There are certain circumstances for organising
an audit, such as the development of a new trade or to verify that the phyto-sanitary control system at export of plants is compliant
with international standards or EU requirements. The Food and Veterinary Office has been established by the European Commission
for performing such audits in the importing or EU countries.
Has the phyto-sanitary control system been audited by international or EU bodies?
YES

1.2.3.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The ISPM No. 12 standard provides guidance to contracting parties on the implementation of electronic phytosanitary (ePhyto) certification .
There are some countries that are managing the transition to electronic SPS certificates and this can facilitate certification processes.
Is the department able, when possible, to introduce electronic phytosanitary certification?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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1.3 NATIONAL LABORATORY CAPACITY
A designated national laboratory, internationally recognized and accredited with the capacity to
carry out a range of chemical tests.
Article 5 of the TFA defines measures to enhance impartiality, non-discrimination and transparency including laboratory
testing. Article 5.3 allows for the discretionary consideration of a second laboratory at alternative approved laboratories
and the possible acceptance of the results, UNIDO has produced a practical guidebook to ISO17025 available here
https://www.unido.org/sites/default/files/2010-08/Complying_with_ISO_17025_A_practical_guidebook_0.pdf

Key Capacity 1.3.1: Central Government and International Recognition and Control

1.3.1.1

Governments should have public laboratories independent from the export promotion activities. Governments should also recognize
private, independent laboratories properly accredited. For this purpose, laboratories need to have economic sustainability and
systems capable of handling samples and certifying results according to the international procedures required to exporters.
Has the Government established or designated an independent and fully funded laboratory facility/system?
YES

1.3.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Government should have in place a strategy and robust legislation to ensure the independent management and administration of
analytical laboratories in line with and to support ISO/IEC 17025:2005.
Is there a laboratory development strategy and adequate legal basis?
YES

1.3.1.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Laboratory accreditation should be performed in the first place by a National Accreditation Body (NAB). As an alternative, when there
are NABs that do not have enough available auditors with knowledge in specific testing fields, agreements could be made with other
foreign ABs that do have that expertise.
In these cases, laboratories needed for export purposes, joint accreditation can be performed.Is the laboratory accredited?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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If the laboratory facility is part of a larger organization, then the operation, testing samples in support of export programs, should have
a clearly defined independent decision-making capacity as established by ISO Standard 17025.
Is the management board of the facility fully independent?
YES

1.3.1.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Countries should have a National Coordinator for residue programs and other export food safety sampling programs. The National
Coordinator is the contact point for the exchange of international information regarding products controlled by the export/import department
of the designated government department and is most relevant for importing countries to participate in the specific National Codex
Committee. This National Coordinator is responsible for the compliance with national sampling programs derived from the food safety
agreements with importing countries. National Coordinators usually have direct access to the country’s authority for food safety whether
it is an independent agency or in the designated government department, most often the Ministries of Agriculture, Health or even both.
Is a designated primary official contact point with full contact details available internationally?
YES

1.3.1.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Governments can recognize private independent laboratories suitably accredited. For this purpose, laboratories need to have
economic sustainability and a system prepared to handle samples and result certification according to the international procedures
required to exporters.
Has the Government established or designated an independent and fully funded laboratory facility/system?
YES

1.3.1.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Laboratory accreditation should be performed ideally by a national accreditation body and also by regional or foreign Accreditation
Bodies (ABs). A possible alternative when NABs do not have available auditors with knowledge in specific testing fields, agreements
with foreign ABs that have that expertise can perform the accreditation of the laboratory needed to support for exports.
Is the laboratory fully accredited so that certificates are recognized and trusted?
YES

1.3.1.8

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

If the laboratory is an independent facility, operating as a separate unit, then it should have a defined and documented independent
decision making capacity indicated for the testing of samples in support of export programs as established by ISO Standard 17025.
Is the management board of the facility fully independent?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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1.3.2.1

Laboratories should have documented the capacity for designing and safeguarding through the supervision of operational analytical
processes in respect of national and international harmonized biosafety regulations.
Are the designated laboratories fully capable of independently managing and operating testing facilities?
YES

1.3.2.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

According to binding regulations, the EU cannot demand of any third country that testing laboratories involved in the export process
any additional requirements or accreditation. The EU can require an operational system be designed and executed according to
ISO 17025. For both economic and practical reasons it is advisable that laboratories are accredited. The NAB should be part of
a Mutual Recognition Agreement (MRA) under the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC). In the case of the
countries of Southern African Development Community (SADC) a Regional Accreditation Agreement is being developed and is at
the final stage before signature of an MRA under ILAC. It is advisable that all trade agreements should mention the recognition of
this accreditation in order to avoid duplication of audits that would add confusion but not advance the terms of quality assurance
of exports.
Is the laboratory compliant with the requirements of ISO/IEC 17025:2005?
YES

1.3.2.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

In the case of the EU, the agreement requires that the NAB apply accreditation criteria that takes into account the specific quality
regulations for the different products that are mandatory within the EU. All laboratories related to export have to apply validation and
interpretation criteria equal or equivalent to the EU criteria.
Are the laboratories operating in accordance with quality assurance validated by the EU and Codex Alimentarius Commission?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 1.3.3: Required Laboratory Capacity

1.3.3.1

Laboratories must occupy facilities and use equipment appropriate for operational systems established by the analytical
methodologies that they apply.
At operational level does the laboratory have all the necessary facilities and equipment?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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Laboratories must verify that the equipment that is directly related with the quality of the results is being correctly calibrated and
accredited by recognized calibration laboratories or personnel.
Is the laboratory able to comply with the general requirements for competence of calibration?
YES

1.3.3.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Laboratories involved with exports must validate their methods by applying validation criteria equal or equivalent to the criteria legally
mandatory in the destination markets. In some cases Codex Alimentarius standards can fulfil the requirements of the country but for
the EU it will be necessary to apply all the EU validation criteria.
Are the methods of analysis validated in accordance with international standards?
YES

1.3.3.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

All the internal quality control measures by applied by laboratories involved with exports must use validation criteria equal or equivalent
to the criteria legally mandatory in the markets of destination. For the EU it will be necessary to apply the EU validation criteria. For other
countries Codex Alimentarius standards will fulfil the requirements.
Are the internal quality control procedures in line with international standards?
YES

1.3.3.5

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

NO

UNKNOWN

Do the laboratories have training programmes for their analysts?
ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

It is required that the training of the analysts is complemented with an annual evaluation of understanding.
Do the laboratories perform evaluations of the competence of their analysts?
YES

1.3.3.7

PARTIAL

According to ISO 17025 laboratories have to maintain regular training programmes.

YES

1.3.3.6

ALMOST ALL

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Laboratories must have procedures, according to international practices for the training and qualification of analysts that are
appointed responsible for performing accredited tests. Records of this training must be maintained.
Are specific procedures established that require analysts to complete theoretical and practical training before being responsible for
performing the accredited tests?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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1.4 CUSTOMS AUTHORITY CAPACITY
A Customs Authority or National Competent Authority able to oversee and maintain the integrity
of national exports.
Article 8 of the TFA on border agency cooperation requires that its authorities and agencies responsible for border controls
and procedures dealing with the importation, exportation, and transit of goods cooperate with one another and coordinate
their activities in order to facilitate trade.

Key Capacity 1.4.1: Central Government Legislative Controls

1.4.1.1

Article 8.1 of the TFA requires agencies responsible for border controls and procedures co-ordinate with one another and coordinate
their activities in order to facilitate the import and exportation trade. Article 9 relates to the importation of perishable goods and requires
authorities to act with a view to preventing avoidable loss or deterioration of perishable goods, to give priority and provided that all
regulatory requirements have been met, expedite the release of perishable goods.
Has the national government adopted all the recommendations of the World Customs Organization (WCO) related to the
agri-food trade?
YES

1.4.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The customs authority normally forms part of a government’s department of finance. The powers assigned to generally include the
collection of duties and taxes and the empowerment of customs offices to carry out examinations and searches to detect and detain
contraband. It is usual for the legal powers of customs officers to enable efficient, effective control of commercial trade overseen by the
administrative authorities.
Has the designated customs and tax authority been assigned the legal powers necessary to fulfil World Customs Organization (WCO)
recommendations related to the agri-food trade?
YES

1.4.1.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The WCO Mercator Programme is a strategic initiative launched in June 2014 by the WCO Council to support the sustainable and
effective implementation of the WTO Agreement on Trade Facilitation. Using the resources of existing WCO members to identify
national needs, then to provide technical assistance and capacity building to successfully implement TFA-related reforms.
Is the government aware of the Mercator Programme?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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The EU Generalised Scheme of Preferences (GSP) is designed to help developing countries by making it easier for them to export their
products to the EU. The reduced tariffs for goods entering the EU market create additional export revenue aimed at increasing growth
in incomes and supporting economic growth and job creation. In order to claim preferential duty rates a valid certificate of origin is
required. There is an internationally accepted format for GSP certificates.
Is legislation in place to meet the EU Union Customs Code (UCC) requirements for the production of valid statements or certificates
of origin to claim preferential customs duty rates?
YES

1.4.1.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The rules of the Registered Exporter (REX) system are laid down in the EU Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No. 2015/2447.
The REX system is the system of certification of origin of goods that applies in the Generalised System of Preference (GSP) for GSP
beneficiary countries. The REX system is based on a principle of self-certification by economic operators registered on a database
by the competent authorities. Any GSP beneficiary country must provide details of the competent authority and give administrative
cooperation and undertake to provide economic cooperation with the EU. When those preconditions are met the national authority can
apply. The REX system is part of a global transition.
Has the designated authority notified the EU of intent to become part of the Registered Exporter (REX) system
YES

1.4.1.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Customs transit is the customs procedure used to facilitate the movement of goods between two points of a customs territory or via
another customs territory, or between two or more different customs territories. It allows for the temporary suspension of duties, taxes
and commercial policy measures that are applicable at import, thereby allowing customs clearance formalities to take place at the
destination rather than at every point of entry into any other customs territory goods might transit. The procedures have been agreed
in a UNECE Convention.
Are transit procedures and requirements in line with international agreements and standards?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 1.4.2: Strategic Customs and Tax Authority Management

1.4.2.1

In Article 8.1 of the TFA it states governments should ensure that its authorities and agencies responsible for border controls and
procedures dealing with the importation, exportation, and transit of goods cooperate with one another and coordinate their activities in
order to facilitate trade.
Is the government working towards the enhanced cooperation between border agencies (including Customs and SPS bodies)
involved in processing the imports and exports of agri-foods?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

1.4.2.2

The TFA sets out the operating parameter of customs authorities and the manner in which they should operate. In order to meet
the obligations of the TFA it requires governments to adopt and put into national law powers to enable customs authorities to fulfil
these obligations.
Do the authorities have the power to delegate to local level the responsibilities for the operation and enforcement of legislation?
YES

1.4.2.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The REX system is based on self-certification by economic operators who produce their own statements of origin. It applies to the GSP
system. In order to be entitled to produce statements of origin an economic operator has to be registered on a database and become
a ‘registered exporter’. There is an obligation for competent authorities to maintain an accurate record of registered exporters.
Is the authority able to maintain an audited national database of economic operators (exporters)?
YES

1.4.2.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The TFA requires all competent authorities to publish and make the information available in an easily accessible format, to enable
anyone to make enquiries and obtain information. The General System of Preferences offers advantages to beneficiary countries
in cost saving and efficiency for authorities and exporters as well as reducing tariffs imposed by importing governments. There are
pre-conditions set by the EU.
Is the authority familiar with current EU rules regarding preferential duties (e.g. GSP and GSP+) and do they make the exporters
aware of these preferences?
YES

1.4.2.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The GSP scheme gives tariff preferences in favour of developing countries through Special Incentive Arrangement for Sustainable
Development and Good Governance. GSP+ requires developing countries to ratify international conventions on human and labour
rights, environmental protection and good governance. The EU GSP Regulation sets strict and clear criteria for granting GSP+. The
GSP+ Regulation provides for continuous monitoring of the GSP+ beneficiaries’ obligations.
Has the authority the power to continuously monitor the GSP+ scheme and respond to monitoring?
YES

1.4.2.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The EU has schemes to offer preferential market access (reduced tariffs) including the General Scheme of Preferences (GSP) and GSP
+ which vary the standard tariffs. It is important that the authorities make the exporters aware of these preferences.
Is the authority able to inform and guide exporters in the requirements for the issue of GSP certificates and when introduced the
correct use and operation of the REX system?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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In Article 8 of the TFA on border agency cooperation it states that “Each Member shall ensure that its authorities and agencies
responsible for border controls and procedures dealing with the importation, exportation, and transit of goods cooperate with one
another and coordinate their activities in order to facilitate trade”.
Is the Government/Competent Authority working towards simplification of export import requirements and procedures of
agri-food products including the use of digitization and IT solutions?
YES

1.4.2.8

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Article 6 of the TFA sets the conditions for fees and charges for imports and exports to be published and limited to the approximate
cost of operation. The TFA requires fees and charges to be reviewed, simplified and reduced if possible. Governments should be
working towards the enhanced cooperation between border agencies (including Customs and SPS bodies) involved in processing
agri-food imports and exports regularly reviewing the fees for import and export controls of agri-food goods.
Are fees for imports and export controls of agri-food goods are based on cost recovery?
YES

1.4.2.9

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The EU has schemes to offer preferential market access (reduced tariffs) including the General Scheme of Preferences (GSP) and
GSP + which vary the standard tariffs and the authority needs to have the capacity to facilitate participation by the exporters. The EU
requires additional undertakings in order to grant GSP+.
Has the authority the power to provide required undertakings?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 1.4.3: Customs and Excise Capacity

1.4.3.1

The TFA encourages the use of information technology to make easily accessible information related to importing and exporting goods
and including the procedures to expedite the import and export of agri-food products.
Are there secure systems in place to provide advance notification of agri-food products moving through import and export points?
YES

1.4.3.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The authorities of the exporting country are obliged to maintain and update a database of registered exporters from which traders
should be removed if they no longer fulfil the requirements.
Is there the power whenever necessary, to revoke REX registrations for breaches of the rules?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

1.4.3.3

Where the REX system is not yet operating then the customs authority may be required to produce certificates of origin. There is an
agreed international convention for the form and layout of certificates of origin. The TFA does make note that any fees or charges
should be calculated on a cost recovery basis for the value of the service provided.
Are officers able to produce accurate and reliable General System of Preference (GSP) certificates?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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1.5 NATIONAL EDUCATION CAPACITY
A centrally funded Department with the policies in place to support industrial development
beyond a basic educational system.
Whilst it is clear that training and education have an important role in trade facilitation, there are no direct references to
training, education or qualifications in the TFA.

Key Capacity 1.5.1: Central Government Legislative Controls

1.5.1.1

The operation of a food control system in any country depends on national administrative arrangements. This has to include the
establishment in the law of a competent authority with the responsibility to lead, co-ordinate and enforce the national food control system.
Is legislation in place requiring food safety education to be monitored and checked by qualified personnel?
YES

1.5.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Government educational legislation should be made in such a way as to include a function to enable the adoption of changes that are
required to keep pace with changes in trade related policies and developments.
Do training and education curricula adapt to and reflect the agri-food safety requirements?
YES

1.5.1.3

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The competent authority should establish and maintain officially recognized inspection, audit, certification and accreditation bodies.
Does legislation prescribe the qualifications required for specific operational functions of government?
YES

1.5.1.4

ALMOST ALL

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The competent authority should establish arrangements with supporting organizations to officially recognize inspection, audit,
certification and accreditation bodies.
Does legislation allow the recognition and certification of private training companies?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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1.5.2.1

Some associations, bodies or sectors may have developed the capacity to organise vocational education and training to facilitate the
production activities of their members or clients. The evaluation of the capacity and curricula could lead to a better understanding of
the potential of the training provided by these groups.
Can the appropriate sectoral bodies take the lead in organising vocational education and training to facilitate efficient production
and respond to the accepted requirements of the EU and other potential markets?
YES

1.5.2.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

In order to properly support agri-food exports it is imperative that the nominated food safety body has competent and qualified
inspectors in place to ensure the integrity of the food safety chain and meet any agreed requirements made with importing countries.
Are food safety inspectors adequately qualified and trained to be able to inspect according to the requirements of high value
target markets?
YES

1.5.2.3

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Some countries have a national agency that certifies or accredits educational institutions that supply the educational and training.
Is there a system of audit and verification in place to ensure the highest quality of education and training is provided?
YES

1.5.2.4

ALMOST ALL

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

HACCP is a widely used system that can be transferred to the food business operators through individual or organised trainers. Some
of these trainers can be certified and recognized by international organizations specializing in HACCP education.
Is guidance and education available for food business operators in the principles and processes of HACCP?
YES

1.5.2.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

At farm level, uniform systems in the usage of agro-chemicals could be applied and promoted by government, by private or sectorial
organizations to establish effective and efficient pest management control in order to rationalize pesticide applications.
At farm level, can training and guidance be accessed on best practice for the safe use of pesticides and their modes of application?
YES

1.5.2.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Industry should be made aware by government and by other media sources of the importance given at international level to the use
of agro-chemicals and cleaning chemicals.
Is industry made aware that the acceptable Minimum Level of Residue (MRL) of agricultural and cleaning chemicals are based on
binding international agreements and EU requirements?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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Key Capacity 1.5.3: Delivery Objectives for Industry by Sector

1.5.3.1

Sectors can receive educational awareness on food hygiene through government agencies, private suppliers and from their associations.
Is there sufficient available sector education in the awareness and the importance of food hygiene?
YES

1.5.3.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

There can be different ways of informing industry of legislative requirements through formal training courses, newsletters, meetings
and association communications.
Are the requirements of legislation made known to industry through education, training and awareness raising?
YES

1.5.3.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) could be established as mandatory in national legislation and recommended by industrial
organizations. Technical assistance should be available from private or public organization.
Within the food industry is education in the knowledge of Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) widely available?
YES

1.5.3.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Education on Good Agricultural Practice (GAP) principles should be available through official sources if mandatory regulations are made.
Education could be provided through technical cooperation assistance (public and private), by farmers’ associations, independent
consultants and universities.
At farm level is there education in the principles of GAP available?
YES

1.5.3.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Trainers could be trained by official institutions such as universities or technical assistance agencies and in addition, by independent
consultants and farmers association services.
Are suitably qualified trainers available in all production sectors?
YES
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PARTIAL

MINIMAL
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UNKNOWN
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2.1 FOOD BUSINESS OPERATOR AND RELATED
TRADE CAPACITY
Food business operator production assurance systems in place to create first stage and second
stage supply integrity.
In Article 10 of the TFA on formalities connected with importation, exportation and transit, members are encouraged to use
relevant international standards or parts thereof as a basis for their import, export, or transit formalities and procedures.

Key Capacity 2.1.1: Food Business Operator Production Controls

2.1.1.1

The FAO defines Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) as practices that aim to address environmental, economic and social sustainability
that result in safe, quality agricultural products that help create and capture new market opportunities (FAO COAG 2003 GAP paper).
Does the food business operator recognize the principles of Good Agricultural Practice (GAP)?
YES

2.1.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Internationally accepted food safety standards are a prerequisite of entry into the international market. They promote safe food
for consumers. Without satisfying the requirements access will not be possible.
Can the food business operator meet recognized and internationally accepted food production and safety requirements?
YES

2.1.1.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Certified systems aim to reduce duplication and simplify the audit process. Internal auditing is an integral part of any certified system.
Most certified systems provide scheme templates for introducing their food safety management system.
Can the food business operator perform the internal audit to verify requirements of the target market and the client?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

2.1.1.4

There are a number of certified food safety management schemes. It is important to consider the requirements of both the target
market and potential client base when choosing a system. GlobalGAP is the most widely accepted in most markets. Localg.ap,
introduduced by GlobalGAP offering entry level certification for emerging markets.
Is the food business operator certified with GlobalGap, Q-S, localg.ap. or other internationally recognized system?
YES

2.1.1.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The most widely recognized food safety schemes belong to Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI). The GFSI website gives information
about GFSI recognized certification programmes.
Can the food business operator meet the certification requirements of any GFSI scheme?
YES

2.1.1.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Using a certified system audit template, the food business operator can assess the effectiveness of the current system or introduce
a system based on the template adopted.
Does the food business operator have any auditable GAP system in place?
YES

2.1.1.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Any national food law framework is internationally recognized as the basis for setting out any government’s requirements regulating
the production, trade and handling of food. Access to international markets is dependent on meeting the requirements of target
markets and effective producer government control is key to building trust in the integrity of food control systems.
Does National law apply and establish an independent organization to oversee national food safety?
YES

2.1.1.8

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The national food law framework should include provisions relating to the use of Plant Protection Products (PPP) and GAP as part of
a whole farm approach.
Does the government legislate for responsible use of PPP and advocate and support GAP?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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The food law framework should include a requirement to maintain comprehensive records of all pre and post-harvest checks and to
maintain those records for future audit.
Is there a legal requirement for pre and post-harvest checks and record keeping?
YES

2.1.1.10

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The food law framework should also include requirements on traceability, designed to protect the integrity of the food chain.
Are there legal requirements which include traceability and the integrity of the production cycle?
YES

2.1.1.11

ALMOST ALL

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

People can be exposed to infectious disease or toxic chemicals by eating food where contaminated water has been incorporated
into food or used in the processing of the food or where the food has been irrigated with or even grown in contaminated water. Food
safety regulations usually have prescriptive elements regarding safe water usage.
Can the food business operator comply with legislation in place governing the quality of irrigation water and water treatments
used for washing products?
YES

2.1.1.12

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

A food business operator can obtain recognized certification by using a government service, which may be required by law.
Alternatively from mutually recognized certifying organization whose auditors will certify the business is compliant.
Can Food Business Operators obtain certificates that are recognized by trading partners and importing country authorities?
YES

2.1.1.13

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

In order to meet the requirements of existing food safety initiatives a policy for food safety training should be adopted and
incorporated into the food law framework.
Is there adequate policy and legal basis for food safety training?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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2.1.2.1

Identification and traceability to the farm enables the withdrawal of foods and enables customers to be provided with targeted and
accurate harvest information linking products to the source.
Is there an obligation to keep farm production records and produce them for audit?
YES

2.1.2.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Accurate, up to date records linking production batch tracking from the farm field to the immediate customer is sometimes a condition
demanded by a customer. It can be a condition easily and confidently met.
Can audit records be provided in reasonable time upon client request?
YES

2.1.2.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Certification schemes require audits to take place at harvest or as near as practical to ensure compliance with the scheme. Internal
audits are carried out at key times during production.
Are farm level internal audits carried out regularly and in line with the certification body’s requirements?
YES

2.1.2.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Where non-conformities are identified, certification is usually suspended until rectification steps have been take to satisfy the
auditing body.
Have any external non-conformities been identified, rectified and have steps been taken to prevent reoccurrence?
YES

2.1.2.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

A fully documented identification and traceability system that allows products to be traced back and forward linking the production
batch to the field, the farm and the customer. It includes harvesting, product handling and post-harvest treatments.
Is traceability in place?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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Where legal obligations under national food safety laws exist, food business operators should adopt control systems to meet the
obligations.
Can the production farm manage the legal obligations in food safety laws?
YES

2.1.2.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Soil is the most valuable asset of good agricultural production. The management, conservation and continuous improvement of the
soil is essential. Good soil management ensures long-term fertility, promoting better yields and improved profitability. The use of
fertilizers must demonstrate that consideration has been given to the nutritional needs of the crop, the supply of available nutrients
in the soil and from farm manure and crop residues. Careful and measured application of chemical fertilizers to optimise use and to
avoid loss and contamination is a must. Farm records must be available as evidence.
Is there the capacity for good soil and fertilizer management?
YES

2.1.2.8

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

When pests attack it may be necessary to intervene with specific pest control plant protection products (PPP). The correct use,
handling and storage of plant protection products is essential. Only plant protection products that are registered for use in the
country and for the target crop should be used. Plant protection products should be applied according to label recommendations for
the pest, disease, weed target of the plant protection product. It is necessary to ensure no plant protection products that are banned
in the target market are used. Records of all plant protection product applications specifying all relevant details of the crop must be
kept and be available for inspection and audit.
Are there adequate controls of plant protection products’ use and application?
YES

2.1.2.9

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

All workers should receive basic instructions in hygiene before handling products. Harvest workers with direct contact with crops
should have access to clean hand washing equipment and clean toilets in the vicinity of their work to prevent contamination of the
field and food products.
Are there adequate sanitary facilities available in the field and during product handling?
YES

2.1.2.10

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

A documented risk analysis of all pre and post-harvest control points tailored to the farm and product is a requirement. An annually
reviewed internal audit should be undertaken to ensure compliance. The records should be available for external audit.
Are pre and post-harvest system checks in place?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

2.1.2.11

Procedures should be documented and clear and readily available. Records should cover all the products used, including application
rates and dates of use. Only products permitted in the country should be used and care should be taken to ensure products banned
in the target market are not used.
Are post-harvest treatments and storage monitored and recorded?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 2.1.3: Operator Capacity

2.1.3.1

Training is a key part of compliance with Good Agricultural Practice (GAP) and food business assurance schemes. Good quality
training is cost effective and can be customised by sector. It must be carried out by qualified trainers whose competences can be
audited by the scheme. Operator training records must be accurately maintained.
Are operator training records available?
YES

2.1.3.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

As part of any training programme operators should be made fully aware of the purpose and need for operator training as a part of
GAP and of securing the food business assurance scheme.
Is there adequate awareness of the purpose of training?
YES

2.1.3.3

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The traceability of goods and inputs are one of the elements of GlobalGAP and Localg.ap.
Can goods and inputs be traced along the food production chain in order to meet GlobalGAP and Localg.ap. requirements?
YES

2.1.3.4

ALMOST ALL

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

All operators should undergo comprehensive training and certification to ensure they are competent and capable of safely operating
the machinery they are assigned to. Records of training and certification must be maintained and available for audit.
Are training and certification records fully up to date and available for audit?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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All necessary equipment must be available. Machinery and equipment should be regularly inspected to ensure it is correctly
maintained, safe and fit for purpose. Where necessary, precision equipment should be recalibrated. Inspection and service records
should be maintained.
Is all the necessary correct equipment available?
YES

2.1.3.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

All operators should undergo comprehensive training and certification to ensure that they are competent and capable of safely
operating the machinery they are assigned to. Records of training and certification must be maintained and available for audit.
Are operators aware of the purpose of training and the relevant operating instructions?
YES

2.1.3.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Field operators have a responsibility to fulfil their role in the production cycle. Functions should be defined and the right training
provided so the field operators are clear about what they have to do, how it should be done and why it should be done.
Do field operators have the power to ensure the integrity of the production cycle?
YES

2.1.3.8

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Field managers have an obligation to actively request changes when production is defective. They should have the training,
competencies and the managerial power to oversee the introduction of improvements to make sure the safety of the food chain
is protected. The parameters of responsibility should be documented in their job specification. Changes made in the production
process and reasons should be dated and recorded.
Do field managers have the powers to request and oversee improvements when production is defective?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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2.2 HACCP SYSTEMS
(Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points)
Government and industrial capacity to fulfil the requirements of HACCP systems and be able to
oversee and maintain the integrity of HACCP.
Whilst the TFA requires each Member to concentrate border controls on high-risk consignments and expedite the release
of low-risk consignments, it makes no reference to HACCP as an agri-food production/processing or import requirement.
According to the EU Regulation No. 852/2004 on the hygiene of foodstuffs, Food Business Operators shall put in place,
implement and maintain a permanent procedure or procedures based on the HACCP principles. The HACCP requirements
should take into account the principles contained in the Codex Alimentarius.
The application of HACCP principles to primary production is not yet generally feasible. However, guides to good practice
should encourage the use of appropriate hygiene practices at farm level and it is appropriate to encourage operators at the
level of primary production to apply such principles as far as possible.

Key Capacity 2.2.1: Capacity to meet HACCP System Requirements

2.2.1.1

International food safety standards and codes of practice have been introduced and applied to protect human health and consumers
interests and to break down import barriers. The main requirements are: Food must not be unsafe, i.e. it must not be injurious to
health or unfit for human consumption. Labelling, advertising and presentation of food must not mislead consumers. Food businesses
must be able to identify the sources of their food, ingredients or the food-producing animals and the businesses they have supplied
with products. They must be able produce this information on demand. Unsafe food must be withdrawn from sale or recalled from
consumers if it has already been sold.
Does there exist the capacity to prove a systematic, preventative approach to safety from biological, chemical and physical
contamination in the production process to meet the requirements of the client market?
YES

2.2.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

In order to meet the requirements of an importing country there exist international agreements, which include the adoption of ‘risk
based’ systems by food business operators. With that obligation, the importer must be in a position to satisfy the importing state
authority that the imported food product is safe. To this end an importer has a legal responsibility to ensure the food he imports is
safe. The provision of a functional HACCP-based food safety control is is the best guarantee an exporter can offer.
Can manufacturers provide clients with ‘guarantees’ of safe food after harvest particularly through the packing and presentation
process?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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In most states, awareness of applicable laws is the responsibility of governments. Governments must take all reasonable steps to
ensure information on applicable laws are available to those affected. There is also an expectation by government that any business
operator should make efforts to find the laws applicable to their businesses.
Is there adequate awareness raising and information about the introduction and use of HACCP based food safety systems?
YES

2.2.1.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

In most countries, HACCP is not a legal requirement. There is a recognized requirement for a HACCP based system to be in place.
International agreements expect governments to have a harmonized approach to food safety to protect consumer health.
Does government verify the implementation, effectiveness and maintenance of the HACCP systems in registered establishments?
YES

2.2.1.5

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Without effective verification, there can be no confidence in any claims of compliance by governments or food business operators.
Is there verification of compliance to regulations, policies and directives in registered establishments?
YES

2.2.1.6

ALMOST ALL

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Without sufficient trained and qualified staff to manage food safety risk, there is limited ability to meet internationally accepted
obligations.
Can Government provide competent staff for the recognition and verification of establishments’ HACCP system?
YES

2.2.1.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

It is now accepted that the management of food safety risk at local level is fast becoming equivalent to international requirements.
Governments are expected to work towards reducing gaps and inconsistencies.
Can Government ensure consistency of the recognition processes and the verification of compliance in all registered establishments?
YES

2.2.1.8

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Most governments operate on a risk analysis basis. Initial registration would require the food business operator to provide the
businesses’ food safety control system for assessment of the risk. This approach allows more efficient use of government resources.
Can Government provide the resources to enable the timely recognition of HACCP systems?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

2.2.1.9

The principal aim is to protect human health and consumers’ interests in relation to food. Food business operators must ensure the
business operates in a safe and legal manner.
Is it understood that the responsibilities of an establishment’s senior management is to ensure that the HACCP system complies
with all requirements?
YES

2.2.1.10

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Food business operators should work to ensure that all staff involved in food handling are supervised and instructed and/or trained
in food hygiene matters in accordance with their work activity.
Is food safety fully embedded in every level of the business?
YES

2.2.1.11

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Without a commitment to providing necessary resources and maintaining a HACCP based food safety system, the integrity of the
system cannot be guaranteed.
Do manufacturers demonstrate a commitment to their HACCP systems by providing the necessary resources and the time required
for the development, implementation and effective maintenance of the HACCP system and for the training of appropriate staff in
their area(s) of responsibility?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 2.2.2: Manufacturer’s Factory Management Capacity

2.2.2.1

It has to be recognized that food safety (and quality) have cost implications. It must also be recognized the cost of not providing
sufficient funds could be far greater.
Is there provision of the financial resources to ensure the maintenance of the premises and equipment?
YES

2.2.2.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Without the supplies necessary to support the HACCP system, the implementation and effectiveness of system integrity is threatened.
It could mean the effort put in has been made worthless.
Are all the supplies required available to meet all applicable regulatory and program requirements and support the implementation
and effectiveness of the HACCP system?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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A properly structured food safety management team is a pre-requisite. It need to be effective, and the simplest way is by defining
authority and responsibilities. The management team does not have to be big to be effective.
Do designated personnel have defined responsibilities and the authority to initiate, implement and record corrective actions?
YES

2.2.2.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Without an effective system of communication built on confidence and employee understanding of the importance of food safety,
meeting the requirements of any HACCP safety or production system will become harder to manage.
Is the importance of meeting the requirements of the HACCP system related to food safety, and the importance of reporting
problems to the HACCP team communicated to employees?
YES

2.2.2.5

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Without the authority and the power to control access by both workers and visitors, the integrity of the system is open to compromise.
Are designated management personnel able to enforce compliance of the food safety procedures identified in the HACCP system
for any one entering or working within the facility?
YES

2.2.2.6

ALMOST ALL

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Without frequent and continuous monitoring and assessment the system by the HACCP team, managers will not have the opportunity
to refine the control system or fix identified problems before they cause real damage.
Does management allow the continuous improvement of the HACCP system to ensure its effectiveness through the validation of
control measures, by making changes to the system as a result of corrective actions or reassessment activities, and through the use
of HACCP team meetings?
YES

2.2.2.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Sufficient resources in management time should be allocated otherwise the effectiveness of the team and the HACCP system might
be compromised.
Is sufficient time allowed for HACCP team meetings?
YES

2.2.2.8

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

NO

UNKNOWN

A clear statement of policy is a requirement and a promise to abide by the principles of HACCP.
Is a letter of commitment included in the HACCP System documentation?
YES
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A letter of commitment, signed and dated by the management of the food business is a requirement of HACCP.
Is a letter of commitment signed and dated by a representative of senior management at the factory?
YES

2.2.2.10

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

QI4TF 2

2.2.2.9

UNKNOWN

The letter of commitment is the management’s undertaking to fulfil all the requirements and consequential obligations of the
HACCP food safety system.
Does the letter confirm senior management’s full support for developing, implementing and maintaining an effective HACCP system?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 2.2.3: Factory Team Capacity

2.2.3.1

Training and understanding the principles of HACCP, measured by qualification is a key part of supporting a HACCP based system.
Is the HACCP team leader qualified in the implementation of HACCP principles?
YES

2.2.3.2

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The HACCP system must define the responsibility and authority of the team leader, otherwise safe production is not guaranteed.
Does the HACCP team leader have the responsibility and authority to ensure that the HACCP system is developed, implemented,
maintained and reassessed?
YES

2.2.3.3

ALMOST ALL

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The HACCP system must include specifying a regular presence of the team leader. Without presence, the team leader cannot deal
with incidents as they occur.
Is the HACCP team leader on the premises on a regular basis?
YES

2.2.3.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

HACCP principles specify that the HACCP team leader has knowledge of the food safety hazards common to the establishment’s
products and processes, applicable regulatory requirements and HACCP principles. Without knowledge of the risks relating to the
production cycle the team leader is not qualified.
Is the HACCP team leader knowledgeable of the food safety hazards common to the products and processes?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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Regular, documented internal reviews of plans and processes are part of a HACCP system, these reviews should be documented
and signed as evidence of review.
Are HACCP plan(s) and process control(s) signed and dated by the HACCP team leader annually and on reassessment?
YES

2.2.3.6

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Is the HACCP team made up of personnel who have knowledge and experience in production, sanitation, quality control, food
microbiology and equipment maintenance?
ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Familiarity of the HACCP and the system process through awareness training and food safety principles are key learning points.
Does the HACCP team have a good understanding of the facility and its products, as well as HACCP?
YES

2.2.3.8

PARTIAL

HACCP recognizes that training in the awareness of risks and hazards are key to safe production.

YES

2.2.3.7

ALMOST ALL

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

An effective HACCP system contains a requirement that the HACCP team has the influence over the production process, without
influence to initiate changes, unsafe products may result.
Does the HACCP team influence the development, implementation and on modifications that have an impact on the control of
hazards?
YES

2.2.3.9

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Regular, documented meetings are a key feature of the HACCP process. Ultimate responsibility lies with the business management
so they must take part.
Does the HACCP team meet on a regular basis to discuss changes in the HACCP system including deficiencies and action plans?
YES

2.2.3.10

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

HACCP recommends that representatives from senior management participate in HACCP team meetings to be aware of
the HACCP system performance within the facility.
Are the senior managers participating in HACCP team meetings aware of the HACCP system performance?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

HACCP SYSTEMS
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In the HACCP system process, comprehensive records are part of the supporting audit trail.
Are records maintained to provide evidence of the effective operation of the HACCP system?
YES

2.2.3.12

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

NO

UNKNOWN

QI4TF 2

2.2.3.11

HACCP records should be secure tampering and safe from loss.
Are records on computers secure to ensure the integrity of data and signatures?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL
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2.3 CO-OPERATIVE ORGANIZATIONS
To provide volume and continuity of supply to meet the target market requirements and specific
clients, ideally by contract.
Whilst it is clear co-operatives have an important role in trade facilitation, there are no references to cooperatives in
the TFA.

Key Capacity 2.3.1: Co-operative Capacity

2.3.1.1

Governments should recognize that by encouraging the development of co-operatives, small farm incomes and rural development
can be improved. Governments have a duty to introduce, promote and facilitate policies and programmes for independent
co-operative developments. It is critical that these co-operative developments are independent from the state. The provision by
government of modern laws and regulations supporting co-operative development will help remove existing barriers to co-operative
development. Farm co-operatives need supportive farm policies as well as membership, access to affordable funds and supportive
extension services.
Can Co-operatives draw on Government support?

YES

2.3.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

With the support of adequate supportive policies the production and processed food sectors can encourage producer co-operation
to develop partnerships and joint ventures with private enterprises. Investment in marketing and production facilities and the
diversification into producing crops and products with export potential can lead to higher farm production. This demand can lead to
increased farmer income and further farm investment.
Is there recognition by Food Business Operators that increasing the capacity of policy and decision making can lead to higher
average yields and higher premiums for outputs?

YES

2.3.1.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Specialist areas or commodities such as organic or other product developments (fruit concentrates) which can add value to production
without compromising the local food chain could be sought. Commercial partnerships or even contract farming might help more
efficient labour and land use.
Is the possibility of increasing the capacity of production to meet the demand of the target market client without compromising the
local market recognized?

YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

2.3.1.4

Co-operatives are based on the values of self-help, responsibility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity. Traditionally co-operative
members must believe in the ethical values of honesty, openness, social responsibility and caring for others in order to survive. In
terms of success, 75% of Fair Trade production is from co-operative groups.
Is it understood the establishment of co-operatives requires strict adherence membership conditions?

YES

2.3.1.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Of the world’s top 300 co-operative 330 billion USD is from agricultural co-ops. Successful co-ops exist across the world all combining
the efforts of small producers to satisfy market demands for home and for export.
Is it recognized that co-operatives can provide volume and continuity of supply to meet the requirements of the target market and
specific clients, ideally by contract?

YES

2.3.1.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Active government encouragement in co-operative development with supportive laws, regulations and policies to improve
communication, education and training, can make participation in co-operative membership easier to achieve, even overcoming
traditional resistance that exists in societies in some areas.
Is there adequate promotion of co-operative membership and a sufficiently strengthened legal framework?

YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 2.3.2: Co-operative Membership Capacity

2.3.2.1

The provision of assuring supplies thorough a co-operative organization will enable small producers to access products that support
production that might otherwise be out of reach.
Can the advantages of co-operative supply inputs be fully utilised?

YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

2.3.2.2 A

fundamental principle of a co-operative enterprise includes the ownership and management on a democratic basis. The
management of such facilities should be structured to benefit all members equally.
Can joint production facilities be properly managed?

YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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An independent partner in any co-operative development can give greater capacity to target production to specific markets and
distribution networks. It can enable the pooling of production and give access to specialized large scale buyers to meet target
market demands.
Can a jointly owned but independently managed marketing operation be established?
YES

2.3.2.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

One of the weaknesses of co-operative systems in the past has been the inadequacy of training and education. Careful assessment
of need and delivery through seeking support and guidance of existing local co-operatives and international co-operative
organizations is essential.
Is there a system of formal and informal training of members?
YES

2.3.2.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The basic principles of co-operative establishment must be met at the time of formation. One of the principles is: education, training,
and information: providing education and training for their members, elected representatives, managers, and employees so that
they can contribute effectively to the development of their cooperative.
Have steps been taken to counter any lack of communication, management expertise and capital resources in the co-operative?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 2.3.3: Farm Level Co-operative Capacity

2.3.3.1

Without the transfer of information and exclusion from the information chain, members will be left isolated and without a voice. This
breaks a basic principle of a co-operative.
Are individual members included in information and participation streams?

YES

2.3.3.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

An advantage of a co-operative is access to finance through a credit union or credit co-operative and even donor starter finance
packages.
Do co-operative members have easy access to financial resources or farm equipment?

YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

2.3.3.3

The need to strengthen the assets of farmers’ and cooperatives’ abilities and knowledge through education and training is
indispensable in promoting economic development.
Are adequate education and training programmes easily available within the co-operative group?

YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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2.4 FREIGHT FORWARDING COMPANIES
A commercial food business operator will use a non-vessel operating common carrier (NVOCC) or
freight forwarding agent, specializing in importing and exporting food products.
Whilst it is clear that freight forwarding companies or handling agents have an important role in trade facilitation, there
are no references to freight forwarding companies or handling agents in the TFA. Exporters should not underestimate the
importance of their relationship with a freight forwarding agent.

Key Capacity 2.4.1: General Requirements of an NVOCC or a Freight Forwarding Agent

2.4.1.1

Most Governments operate a licencing scheme for NVOCCs or Freight Forwarders.
Does the Government operate a licencing system for NVOCCs and Freight Forwarders?
YES

2.4.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

The licencing scheme for NVOCCs and Freight Forwarders compatible with the WTO SAFE Framework of Standards to enhance the
security in the supply chain to promote trade facilitation.
Is the licencing system compatible with the WTO SAFE Framework of Standards to help promote trade facilitation?
YES

2.4.1.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

As a routine part of a licencing scheme for NVOCCs and Freight Forwarders, the licencing body normally includes identity and
security checking of personnel to help reduce the inherent risks within the import/export freight industry.
Does the licencing system include identity and security checks?
YES

2.4.1.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Most reputable International Freight Forwarders are members of a national association, which might also be affiliated to the
International Federation of Freight Forwarders (IFFFA). There may be international companies with offices in the country and some
local agents may have agency agreements with these multi-national companies. These are some of the factors that might give an
indication of a company’s reputation.
Is the forwarding agent a member of a national or international trade association?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

2.4.1.5

A freight forwarding agent who is a registered member of a national or international association can have the responsibility to abide
by that organizations terms and conditions including arbitration if disputes arise.
Can the freight forwarding agent deal effectively with other sectors and organizations if arbitration is needed?
YES

2.4.1.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Membership of trade associations gives access to the latest developments in international customs systems. Importers and exporters
rely on their agents to provide up to date information regarding customs matters.
Is the freight agent fully aware of developments in international customs systems and is he able to provide information on the changes?
YES

2.4.1.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

A competent freight forwarder, through contacts and affiliations should be able to advise on shipping options and routings. The agent
should also have a working relationship with the receiving agent acting for the end client and industry knowledge of international
trading terms.
Is the freight forwarding agent able to advise on the best shipping options and routings?
YES

2.4.1.8

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Freight forwarders are acting as agents for clients in respect of customs matters. All countries have systems of registration and with
them systems of securing payments or refunds of taxes or duties. A reputable agent will be able to ensure taxes and liabilities are
secure and the client does not fall foul of any customs regulations.
Is the agent approved and if necessary has the financial resources to operate without risk to the client?
YES

2.4.1.9

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

There are 13 approved Incoterms. These range from ‘Ex Works’ – where the buyer is responsible for the costs in the entire transport
chain – to ‘Delivered Duty Paid’ – where the seller is responsible for all these costs. The freight agent is best placed to advise the
exporter on the best way to ensure his shipment reaches the destination without delay or additional costs. The freight agent can
advise on the level of insurance that might indemnify the exporter if the shipment were lost, delayed or damaged.
Can the freight forwarding agent provide advice and guidance on the implications of the various shipping options?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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Key Capacity 2.4.2: Local Handling Agent Capacity

2.4.2.1

International shipping is relying more and more on paperless transactions and the transmission of information and documentation.
A competent agent needs an adaptable and flexible system to adapt to new changes and developments in international trade.
Is the agent’s system able to adapt to changes and future trade developments in information transmission including paperless
transactions?
YES

2.4.2.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Specialist agents are more likely to have the knowledge and facilities to have the specialist conditions that might be required to
ensure the safe transport and delivery of products to the client at the destination. For some commodities, pre-departure fumigation
and specialist gas treatments of refrigerated sea containers might be stipulated by the client. The integrity of the security and cool
chain for airfreighted shipments might also be a requirement.
Is the freight forwarding agent specialized in the transit of food and food products?
YES

2.4.2.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

As part of a supply contract, end to end or door to door shipping might be a requirement. Other delivery options might be required.
Forwarding is not just about handling cargo, much of it is about using and providing information. For example, forwarders should
know: when a certain ship is due to leave; a country’s import regulations; the current rate of duty for a particular product. If forwarders
get this information wrong, and a client relying on its accuracy suffers a loss, the forwarder could be liable. A competent agent
should be able to organise these services.
Is the freight forwarding agent capable of organising the shipping of the final product from the manufacturer or food business
operator to a customer, a market or final distribution point?
YES

2.4.2.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Freight agents act as agents for the exporter and hold responsibility for the accuracy of information in documents and/or the
authenticity of documents attached to a shipment. Without the correct documentation from source it is unlikely any consignment
will be allowed to enter the importing country. It might be permitted to be returned or exported elsewhere but it may be detained
and destroyed on a full cost recovery basis. This will no doubt, be very costly.
Can the forwarder provide guidance on the documentary requirements for seamless entry through the customs system?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

2.4.2.5

Experienced importers and their freight agents would expect to receive all necessary documents by courier or accompanying the
shipment. It is usual business practice for copy documents to be emailed to the importer’s agent and to the importer. This can assist
the importer’s agent make a pre-arrival customs notification to facilitate entry through the customs system.
Does the exporting freight forwarding agent forward documents by courier and email?
YES

2.4.2.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

At a local level, many operators have informal contacts across the world but in many cases the importer will nominate his own agent
to deal with customs on arrival at his country’s border. Those contact details of the nominated receiving agent should be made
known to the exporter’s agent.
Has the local operator made informal contact with the nominated agent in the target market and provided advice on the arrival?
YES

2.4.2.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Any reputable agent should have properly trained and competent employees and, depending on national requirements, they might
require evidence of certification.
Are the local agent’s employees properly trained in import and export systems?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 2.4.3: Local Agent Capacity

2.4.3.1

Evidence of operator training is provided by certification, most usually this is provided by commercial systems providers.
Can evidence of operator certification of the training and competence be provided?
YES

2.4.3.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

It may be a national system requirement that an operator requires certification as part of a permit-to-work system with testing and
certification as a requirement. Any operator should be able to demonstrate competencies through a certification programme before
acceptance.
Are competences tested and certified to meet national requirements as part of a permit-to-work system?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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The integrity of local employees and any security risk they may pose to the company and to cargo may require investigative checks
into personal backgrounds. Such checks may be national requirements.
Are personal background checks made to ensure that local agent employees are able to meet any national checks for security and
integrity?
YES

2.4.3.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

National security checks may be required depending on the importing countries’ requirements and method of transport. The level of
access to cargo and the operatives position in the export operation may dictate the level of security clearance required.
Are individual operatives scrutinised to their level of cargo access?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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2.5 NATIONAL TRADE BODIES AND CHAMBERS
OF COMMERCE
Organizations with the capacity to support and assist producers and manufacturers develop
production capacity in order to expand into new markets.
Whilst it is clear that trade bodies and chambers of commerce have an important role in trade facilitation, there is no
reference to trade bodies or chambers of commerce in the TFA.

Key Capacity 2.5.1: National Trade and Chambers Capacity

2.5.1.1

In some countries there exist trade organizations. Trade organizations may be organised to support specific production or trade
sectors. Sector organizations are not always based in the capital of the country but in the production areas.
Does there exist a national sector-based trade organization?
YES

2.5.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

It is not uncommon to find that sector organizations are supported by a small group of stakeholders, most often they are the most
economically important.
Does the national organization have the support of companies in the respective sectors?
YES

2.5.1.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Sometimes there may be more than one Chamber of Commerce or similar organization. Within any industry there could be separate
organizations for the commercial and industrial sectors.
Is the national trade organization affiliated to the national chamber of commerce?
YES

2.5.1.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

In less developed countries Chambers of Commerce could be dependent on subsidies from the government. These situations do
not necessarily have a negative effect for the business community, there is the possibility of having sustainable representation with
some technical assistance.
Is the Chamber of Commerce managed independently of Government for the benefit of the business community?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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The Chambers of Commerce or the trade organizations should have open lines of communication to provide information and, if
necessary negotiate with relevant government departments on trade or industry issues.
Are there adequate non-state structures to ensure consultation and information flows between the private sector and the relevant
state institutions on sectorial issues?
YES

2.5.1.6

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

In many cases the decision to affiliate to the International Chambers of Commerce (ICC) does not depend on political or commercial
considerations but more on the economic ability of a national organization to pay the fees of affiliation especially when there are no
differential fees for developing countries. Where the national chamber is not affiliated to ICCs, companies can join as direct members.
Is the Chamber of Commerce affiliated to International Chambers of Commerce?
YES

2.5.1.7

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Many associations produce newsletters and reports with statistical information about the activities of the sector.
Is Chamber of Commerce data used to assist Government managing the national economy?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 2.5.2: Organization Capabilities and Capacity

2.5.2.1

Organizations may have the ability to represent a sector but their effectiveness may depend on the reception of their approach by
national government to their approaches and the economical support available to attend to international forums.
Does the trade body have the ability to collectively represent the sector to the national government and in international forums?
YES

2.5.2.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

National trade associations may present reports, newsletters and documents at organised meetings and conferences to promote
the best practices and help the sector to be more competitive.
Does the trade association adequately promote best practice and aim to help the sector become more competitive?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

2.5.2.3

National trade associations may have permanent or temporary experts to assist their members, promote courses and conferences
and produce technical documents to help their members adopt HACCP systems.
Is the trade association able to offer specialist technical advice and training e.g. HACCP systems training?
YES

2.5.2.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Some countries have established mandatory affiliation to recognized Chambers of Commerce or Sector Associations.
Is membership of the Chamber of Commerce mandatory?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 2.5.3: Food Business Operator and Manufacturer Objectives

2.5.3.1

Does the food business operator participate in association meetings? Does the company have representatives on the board of
directors.
Is the Food Business Operator a participating member of the trade sector organization?
YES

2.5.3.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Does the company allow its experts to participate in technical meetings of the association and represent the association at meetings
with government and regulatory departments.
Does the Food business operator play an active role in the activities of the trade organization?
YES

2.5.3.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Some associations do not have specific codes of practice but have an ethics committee, which all members agree to submit to in
cases of commercial dispute.
Are traders required to sign up to a code of practice?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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Recognising the advantages of participating in a trade association is sometimes hidden by the obstacles represented by the lack
of available managerial time in private industry and the relatively high fees for small companies that are the membership of these
associations. Companies tend to be more supportive of associations when crises occur but on a regular basis, associations find it
more difficult to maintain regular membership.
Are the advantages of trade associations fully understood?
YES

2.5.3.5

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Without membership of a local or national trade association most traders are left with only the option of expensive litigation through
the legal system. The ICC is a multinational organization able to offer impartial resolution.
Are traders aware that ICC can assist in resolving trade disputes?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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2.6 CAPACITY TO TAKE PART IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE
SHOWS AND EXHIBITIONS
A jointly funded organization able to organise and present producer and processing capabilities.
Whilst it is clear that trade shows and exhibitions have an important role in trade facilitation, there is no mention of them
in the TFA.

Key Capacity 2.6.1: Government, Trade and Chamber of Commerce Capacity

2.6.1.1

Government support for export-oriented business through centrally funded export promotional activities are widely accepted as one
of the most successful paths for achieving increases in export growth.
Does a Government organization exist to the promote the capacity of traders and consequently to meet the requirements of target
markets?
YES

2.6.1.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

A centrally organised system through a government trade promotion department can be partly or fully funded. A partly funded system
is more likely at attract the most ambitious food business operators.
Are there options to secure national or regional funding to meet the costs of taking part in trade promotion events?
YES

2.6.1.3

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

A common approach led by government, and agreed after consultation with industry is more likely to lead to an increase in export
success.
Have Government and industry agreed a common policy to promote the food industry?
YES

2.6.1.4

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

A nominated Government department should have special responsibility for promoting exports.
Is the Government able to unify trade support across Government departments?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN
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Ideally Chambers of Commerce should have close and productive relationships with the nominated government department
supporting companies seeking to trade trading internationally, and with overseas enterprises seeking to build trading relationships.
Does the Chamber of Commerce have a role in organising participation in national or international trade shows and exhibitions?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 2.6.2: Organization Capabilities and Capacity

2.6.2.1

Trade research has shown government support primarily enhances turnover, and to a lesser extent growth in the value of assets.
Support also increases the probability of firms increasing their level of overseas turnover and facilitates entry to export markets. It is
also associated with an increase in the probability of long term economic viability.
Will Government assist and support national organizations to promote national industry at key international events?
YES

2.6.2.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Being involved in a trade show or exhibition can provide the opportunities to branch out to business-to-business trading and create
a customer database from potential customers and visitors. It can provide an opportunity to market test and gain industry or general
opinion about the product(s).
Does the capacity exist to establish contacts in potential markets and trading partners in target markets?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Key Capacity 2.6.3: Food Business Operator and Manufacturer Capacity

2.6.3.1

There are risks involved in trade shows, attendance can be costly in time, planning, travel and the costs involved in taking part.
There needs to be awareness of the risks and realisation there will be competition.
Is the food business operator willing to take part in trade promotion?
YES

2.6.3.2

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

Attending trade shows is worthwhile only if sufficient investment in promoting and supporting the production in a form wanted by
potential customers.
Can the food business operator provide material, personnel or product to effectively promote the their capabilities?
YES
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ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

2.6.3.3

The food business operator must have enough available funds to cover attendance, display and other associated costs. There also
has to be a firm idea of how many customers are needed to generate a return on investment.
Can the food business operator fund any elements or provide any financial support for target market promotion?
YES

ALMOST ALL

PARTIAL

MINIMAL

NO

UNKNOWN

PLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO SAVE THE
QUESTIONNAIRE PRIOR TO ITS SUBMISSION
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